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Introduction

The Internet represents the primary source that users rely on for information searching and
gathering. The volume of information available on the Internet is rapidly growing due to the
ongoing expansion of the World Wide Web and tremendous amounts of applications. So, the
information overload problem represents the biggest challenge facing users during web searching.
This situation occurs when people are flooded with lots of information and services’ options.
Therefore, obtaining more “relevant” or “interesting” information becomes difficult for users [1].

This work aims to help web users to access the relevant resource while surfing the web by
providing them with a list of links that users most likely will explore [2]. The authors investigate
this goal through modeling web users’ behavior [3]. Our model exploits the existence of web
usage data (e. g., log file) to compute a rank of web pages that more consistent with the user’s
behavior. This paper involves the evaluation of our model in comparison with other models.

Unlike our previous model [4], the new work has a guarantee to support the user in all cases,
even if there is no similar historical behavior concerning the current user. On the other hand,
the process of data preparation comprises the collection of numerous similar patterns. Also, it
involves the computation of the relative weight for each one. This new feature is referred to the
rate of repetition, which helps to reduce the time of providing users with advice.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: A brief discussion of recommender
systems and their categories in § 1 is followed by an overview of previous and related works in
§ 2. A demonstration of our approach and an illustrative case study are explained in § 3 and § 4.
Finally, the conclusion summarizes the results and outlines the future work.

§ 1. Recommender Systems

Generally, web recommender systems guide users towards the more interesting or useful objects
in a large area of possible options. There is a wide range of web recommender systems. Most of
them are different on the base of work (e. g., web content mining, web usage mining, etc.). In this
work, we are interested in those systems whose work is based on web usage mining because of
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the great importance of the web usage data. Link prediction is mainly relying on the navigation
behaviors and the explicit feedback provided by users’ ratings on different items [5–7].

Commonly, web recommender systems (RS) aim to predict the user’s intentions, and the needs
of data to facilitate and customize their online experience. They try to help users by providing
them with a list of suggested online web resources (e. g., Uniform Resource Locator: URL) [8].

Therefore, there is a need to build recommender systems; to help users while surfing the web
for quick access to web resources mostly related to the search topic rather than wasting time surf-
ing irrelevant issues. Recently, there is an increasing interest in the development of recommender
systems by applying web usage mining techniques [9–11]. The following subsections present
some of such techniques.

1.1. Statistical Techniques

The most common mining technique for a sequential pattern used for web recommendation
is Markov Model (MM) [12]. Generally, considering consecutive and sequential accessed pages
could achieve good prediction accuracy. Commonly, the number of deemed pages in the web-
log file entries determines the order of the model. It varies from Lower-Order to Higher-Order.
Regularly, the lower-order Markov model provides high coverage, but with low accuracy.

On the contrary, the higher-order Markov model gives little coverage but high efficiency with
more time complexity [13]. In the first order’s Markov model, each state represents a single web
page, and a state transition is matched by a pair of visited pages. So, there exist two artificial
states; a single web page represents “start and final” each one. On the other hand, in the second-
order Markov model, each state corresponds to a sequence of two visited web pages, and so
on [14].

1.2. Data-Mining Techniques

Commonly, data-mining techniques work on extracting implicit and potentially useful nav-
igational patterns. Using some data mining techniques such as association rules mining and
clustering represent good alternatives. Such techniques discover the user’s preferences from their
implicit feedbacks (e. g., web pages already visited).

Several approaches, like clustering and collaborative filtering, can be integrated with weight-
based methods for web pages recommendation. Commonly, web page weights may be binary or
non-binary. Binary weight is used for computing efficiency [14], it represents in the page view the
existence or nonexistence of action in the transaction like product-purchase, or document access.

On the other hand, non-binary weight is represented as a function of the duration of the
associated page view in the user’s session [15]. Moreover, using association rule (AR) mining
could achieve an improvement in the recommendation’s accuracy. Also, it has the advantage
of the facility in scaling too large data sets. Incorporate page weight into AR models has not
been explored yet in previous studies. Weighted association rule (WAR) mining represents an
improvement of the classical AR model, which allows the assignment of different weights to
different evaluation criteria [16, 17].

§ 2. Background

Generally, many research works attempt to study and model the behaviors of web users that have
emerged in recent times [18]. However, most of these works are hindered by some limitations
[19, 20]. Many researchers proposed different combinations of mining approaches toward web
access recommendation. Commonly, some of these approaches are based on the Markov model,
which is considered the widest one used to model user’s web navigation.
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Bhushan and Nath (2013), introduced a new model based on learning from weblogs. It
provides users with a list of recommended web pages more relevant to their intentions, considering
the user’s historical behavior. Subsequently, an evaluation operation takes place to rank the list
of search results. The failure of dealing with pages that have zero visits and the behavior of the
new users remain the most critical defects in this model. This work solves a similar problem, but
our work differs in the mechanism of ranking web pages. Regarding current user behavior; we
use historically similar sessions to ranking pages, while they provide an absolute rank to pages
ignoring existing behavior.

Based on the Markov model, another model for web access prediction was introduced by [22].
However, considering all-access sequences throughout the prediction process increases the com-
plexity that is regarded as the major drawback of this model.

Another approach introduced in [23] respects the information content semantics and interests
of the user; it proposes a recommendation approach that works at the content level, and recom-
mendations are made across different categories. Linked data used as an underlying structure for
the content’s semantics, it considered as the source of finding relevant results. After measuring
the similarity and relevance between retrieved data, it is then grouped to form a cluster. Finally,
the most exciting content is recommended to general users based on the content consumption
trends monitored by user groups. These contents are characterized as the most prominent, proac-
tive, and often consumed. Defectives of this work consisting in the high calculations used are not
commensurate with achieved accuracy.

In 2006 [24] the authors proposed a new model using an integration between clustering and
sequential pattern mining. This model uses rough sets clustering and all kth order Markov model.
Low prediction accuracy is the major drawback of this model due to approximation while forming
clusters. Prediction accuracy is affected by cluster tightness, which is due to the relative relation
between object and cluster.

In Khalil, F. et al. (2006), an integration between the Markov model and association rules was
introduced for predicting web page access. The lower order of the Markov model is the base of
such a combination. On the other hand, to resolve ambiguous predictions, a sub-sequence set of
association rules is used to complement the Markov model using long history data.

Using the base of the majority intelligence technique [26], the authors introduced a heuristic
approach which is able to adapt to changes of the navigational patterns easily. It provides users
with recommendations at a low cost during web surfing. In an unidentified environment, the
proposed technique tries to mimic human behavior. This approach works perfectly in real-time
with reasonable accuracy in the case of web surfing by several users in parallel. This paper
solves a similar problem, but our work differs in working at a single page level, which seems
more suitable for users instead of page category level.

On the other hand, a new approach to predict user browsing behavior was introduced in [27].
It works at two levels to meet the nature of the navigation. The category stage is the first level,
and the second level is concerned with the web page stage; the early-stage is concerned with
predicting the category under interest. Consequently, unnecessary categories were excluded. The
scope of calculation is massively reduced. Next, pruned Markov models with higher-order are
used in the second level to predict the users browsing pages.

Another new approach has been introduced by [28], for the next page access prediction. The
authors proposed a hybrid approach, which combines the integration of the Markov model with
clustering-based pairwise nearest neighbor technique. The application of the proposed model
has improved the quality of the resulting patterns and reduced the size of the data used in the
sequential mining process significantly. Ignoring the loosely connected sequences of web access
in the mining process is the major drawback of this work.

Additionally, [29] proposed a novel web recommendation system called WebPUM. It predicts
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the near future intentions for web users online based on classifying user’s navigation patterns. To
accomplish this task, they developed a new system using the application of web usage mining
techniques. They use the new graph-partitioning algorithm in the first phase for modeling of
user’s navigation patterns. Moreover, classifying current user activities is based on using the
longest common subsequence algorithm to predict the next user’s action. This work was impeded
by its moderate accuracy in spite of highly complex computations.

An improved web page recommendation algorithm using profile aggregation based on the
clustering of transactions (IPACT) was proposed by [30]. This algorithm is a two phases rec-
ommendation algorithm (offline and online) based on the clustering technique. Offline phase is
responsible for data pre-processing and session clustering using previous log data of profiles. The
input for the online stage is the output of the offline phase. By using offline & online session
clustering, the online phase will generate the session classification. After that, the recommenda-
tion engine will make the proper recommendation based on session clustering & classification.
The main task of both phases is to generate the navigation patterns profiles to get a recommenda-
tion. This paper solves a similar problem, but our work differs in using a dynamic pruned search
technique while searching for a similar session, which ensures finding a result.

A Novel web prediction approach was introduced by [31]. It predicts the next movement for
web users considering current sequential information and content information that exists in web
navigation patterns. Such a model adopts the application of soft clusters through the clustering
process to enhance captured multiple user’s concerns. It applies a rough set-based similarity upper
approximation using both sequential similarity and content similarity. Singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) has been used to generate recommendations for users. This paper solves a similar
problem, but our work differs in the use of weighted session rather than rough set clustering. That
may lead to imprecision while forming clusters, these sessions are used later to compute other
factors used to rank web pages.

§ 3. Our Approach

This paper introduces efficient online navigation assistance for web users. The proposed
model presents a page ranking scheme for rating relevant web pages that convenient for the
user request. Our work is based on the application of web usage mining techniques respecting the
historical navigation behaviors existed in the weblog. Fig. 1 demonstrates the working mechanism
of our model in real-time responding to user requests. It starts with receiving a request from the
user agent; the server response involves analyzing the current user’s behavior carefully. Finally,
it provides a client with a list of recommended web pages sent from server to user agent.

On the other hand, this work incorporates four main phases, as mentioned in Fig. 2. The first
one is the preprocessing of available web data. In consequence, knowledge extraction represents

Fig. 1. Real-time response to users’ requests
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Fig. 2. Server-side processing phases

Fig. 3. Web data preprocessing steps

the second phase, which making and providing by updating the knowledge base. Finally, making
and providing the recommendations is the last step.

3.1. Data Processing

This phase involves performing the preparation of a web access log file as a primary source
of web usage data. The process starts with importing selected parsed access logs into a relational
database. Thus, the preparation process takes place on the imported data, as shown in Fig. 3. The
phase incorporates the following steps:

Data Cleaning. Cleaning and filtering of irrelevant, redundant, and noisy data that is not
suitable for the mining process [32, 33].

User Identification. Identify unique users by considering each IP address that represents a
single user. Furthermore, if more than one log has the same IP address with different User-Agent,
such an IP address represents a different user. Next, for each user, the access log is used in
conjunction with the referrer logs and site topology to build browsing paths. If the requested page
is not reachable directly from a hyperlink from any of the pages visited by the user, then there is
another user with the same IP address.

Session Identification. Session Identification is the next step that incorporates one of the
significant actions in the data preparation phase. Creating the user sessions involves the division
of user’s paths, which were formed in the previous step to individual sessions. It’s according to
a time threshold (in our experiment 30 minutes). If the time between two pages request exceeds
this threshold, then it is assumed that the user starts a new session [34–37].

Path Completion. Complete user’s paths using site topology and link structure for the web
site to fill missing references pages that are not recorded in the access log.
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3.2. Information Extraction

The main goal of this phase is to visualize and summarize the data. It involves the extraction
of statistical data to get more insights and obtain an overview of data characteristics (e. g., repeat
page request, average browsing time, etc.). Furthermore, this information is used in the subse-
quent phase; also, it could be reported to the web server administrator, advertising agencies, etc.
As follow, explanation of this phase’s tasks in detailed.

Rating Individual Pages. This step involves the computation of the following factors. 1. Re-
peat Page Request (RPR) represents the number of times the current page was visited. 2. Average
Browsing Time (ABT) indicates the mean stay time by the user while exploring the specified
page. Accordingly, such indicators can be used to identify the pages with high and low requests.
This information can help web server admin to rearrange the web site to reach the more requested
pages easily and quickly.

3.3. Knowledge Base Update

Generally, the integration of the recently summarized data with previously extracted knowl-
edge becomes crucial. So, we will have up-to-date information that helps to improve system
performance. Additionally, maintained processed information improves the real-time interaction
through the reduction of the processing time and delay as well.

Data Conversion. This step concerns with the user-session representation [38]. Not all
sessions and web pages are involved. That is, the sessions that consist of less than two visited
pages and web pages with a request repetition less than a specified threshold are excluded.
Consequently, certain thresholds are set to reduce search space and increase recommendation
accuracy.

Data Aggregation. Concerning the previously existed patterns, a weight will be assigned
that represents the number of times it appear identically; this technique reduces the size of data
included in search space by over 70 %. On the other hand, regarding the new patterns, it will be
inserted as a new entry.

3.4. Make Recommendation

This phase involves the application of the proposed algorithm on the knowledge base in
conjunction with current user requests. As follows, a demonstration of the algorithm in more
detail with clear and specific steps.

Input. The system receives the input parameters, which consist of the current user’s browsing
history involving the most recent requests “input pattern”.

Processing:

1. Search in the knowledge base for the sessions, which contain one or more pages from the
input pattern.

2. Exclude input pattern from results and create a list of individually unique pages.

3. Compute the repetition for every page in the list, then divide the result by the total number
of pages repetition in search result “Repetition Ratio”.

4. Compute the Input Pattern Repetition “IPR” by counting the number of times input pattern
was repeated in the search result. Zero results (IPR = 0) indicate no matched result; then
use a dynamic pruned search until (IPR > 0) by eliminating the earliest page from the input
pattern (L = L− 1), where L refers to the length of the pattern.
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5. Compute the Page Support (PS) for each web page in the list using Eq. (3.1), then compute
the Page Coverage (PC) by dividing results by IPR from step No. 4.

PScpi =
∑

ipi∈vpi
cpi∈vpi

w(vpi), (3.1)

where PScpi represents page support for candidate page pi, and w(vpi) is the occurrence
of the visited pattern vpi that includes the input pattern page ip, and includes the candidate
page cpi.

6. Calculate the Candidate Page Rate (CPR) for every page in the list using Eq. (3.2). At this
step, the derived variables “page coverage, repetition ratio, and average browsing time”, are
multiplied by weights specified to each one. Then, aggregate results and divide by the sum
of weights. (Normalized average browsing time was done using Eq. (3.3) to bring them
into proportion with other variables).

CPRcpi =
W1 ∗ PCcpi +W2 ∗RRcpi +W3 ∗ ABTcpi∑n

j=1Wj

, (3.2)

where CPRcpi represents page rate for candidate page cpi, and wi represents weights for a
specific variable.

ABTcpi,0to1 =
ABTcpi − ABTcpMIN

ABTcpMAX
− ABTcpMIN

, (3.3)

where ABTcpi represents average browsing time of candidate page cpi, ABTcpMIN
repre-

sents the minimum value among all candidate pages browsing time, ABTcpMAX
represents

the maximum value among all candidate pages browsing time, and ABTcpi,0to1 refers to
that normalized values which are between 0 and 1.

Output. Provide the web user with the recommendation list, that contains the candidate pages
sorted by CPR. In the case of the existence of two or more pages having an identical rate, RPR
is referenced to re-rank pages; Select the top page and then recommend it to the user.

§ 4. Experimental Evaluation

In order to help the reproduction of our work, we evaluated our approach on a publicly
available dataset. Subsequent, we describe the data and the experimental process in detail. Addi-
tionally, we present a brief discussion of our experimental results.

Dataset. We performed experiments on the log file of the central web server of DePaul
University CTI (http://www.cs.depaul.edu) during April 2002. The original file size was 252 MB
that involves 1051105 records of request to the webserver with the original log format used by
IIS [39]. The dataset includes only references to the content files and scripts that generate content
pages. There are no other cleaning operations, such as removing erroneous references or spider
navigational references performed by owners. Generally, any record in the access log file includes
the following fields: user IP address, user name, date and time of the request, request method,
requested page, web site name, network web server name, server IP, port number, user search
query, time taken, hostname, protocol version, status code, referred page, and user agent.

Implementation. We implemented our approach, OWNA, in C#. We used a command-line
utility Microsoft log parser to import the log file into the Database. Also, we used SQL Server to
store and manage data.
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Fig. 4. Data size through processing phases

Fig. 5. The most frequent sessions’ lengths

Data Manipulation. Raw data have information not relevant to our experiment’s purpose
(e.g., time taken, port number, etc.). Therefore, essential preparation must be done that involve
removing such fields. Next, creating a timestamp for each request that serves as a multi-purpose
field. Regarding the removal of erroneous and invalid requests, we only preserve records with
status code from 200 to 299, that refers to the successful claims; almost 75.39 % of raw data.

Similarly, we only keep records with a request method “GET”; that represents over 95 %
of raw data. Additionally, we delete all requests that contain graphical extensions or any other
content pages. On the other hand, to ensure data validity and quality of results, non-human
behavior like spiders, crawlers and automatic web bots are deleted, it represents almost 2.16 % of
raw data.

Consequently, the next step is the identification of all unique users to study the individuals’
behavior. The applied method incorporates the division of user’s transactions into sessions re-
specting to a 30-minute time threshold to consider a later request as a new session beginning.
We preserve only repeated web pages and sessions with accepted length. Changes of data size
across adjacent processing phases are shown in Fig. 4. Also, Fig. 5 shows the most common
sessions lengths and their frequencies. The length of kept sessions’ ranges from 2 to 10 pages. We
excluded single-page sessions and too long sessions as well, to sustain recommendation accuracy.

The aggregated sessions represent the primary component in our knowledge base. We intro-
duce a representation form that includes the session’s pattern, average browsing time, repetition.
Such a method reduces the size of the dataset by over 70 %. Therefore, it helps in the search
process by reducing the search space leading to speed the search process, and thus reduce the
time of making the recommendation.

Testing Process. We randomly chose a sample of the dataset, then removed the last page from
every session. Next, we inputted data to the algorithm. We compared the outputs of our model
with actually visited pages to compute the efficiency of our work. We performed many trials with
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Fig. 6. Number of correct predictions across different combinations of weights

Table 1. Comparison between current and previous models.

Data Set Approach I Approach II
(Records)
10000 40.00 43.10
20000 41.15 48.20
30000 49.06 49.61
40000 51.86 51.62
50000 56.82 55.60
60000 66.90 67.02
70000 76.30 74.42
80000 79.49 77.93
90000 79.85 81.49
100000 79.89 80.25

different samples. Many combinations of weights were introduced, as shown in Fig. 6. Among
too many trials, the best combination that assigns 50:30:20 to page coverage, repetition ratio, and
average browsing time, respectively. Candidate pages were sorted by CPR, but in the case of
the existence of two or more pages with an identical rate, RPR referenced to re-rank pages. The
selection of the top page represents the last task, then this list is recommended to the user.

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluated our approach, OWNA, in terms of an accuracy metric.
Accordingly, accuracy has been defined as the ratio of the number of correct recommendations to
the number of total recommendations.

Baselines. We compared our approach, OWNA, against similar models, and our previous
version as well for evaluation purpose in terms of prediction accuracy, and to demonstrate the
extent of our model’s ability to give convenient recommendations to clients.

Based on the results shown in Table 1, which presents a comparison between the OWNA
model and our previous version, it’s clear that OWNA provides better performance with a smaller
number of inputs and little improvements with a bigger number of inputs. This behavior seems
to be more beneficial in the real-world due to the highly frequent changes in web pages that
don’t leave sufficient time for a significant number of views for the same source. Thus, the
new approach offers better improvements in the coverage and accuracy of the recommendation
systems in comparison with the previous work.

For the following experiment conducted between the OWNA model and the WebPUM mo-
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Fig. 7. The number of success predictions of the OWNA model regarding the sample dataset
distribution

Fig. 8. The number of correct predictions of the OWNA mode and the WebPUM model

del [29], we randomly selected a sample. We then divided it into ten parts so that each piece
represents a proportion of the sample starting from 10 % to 100 % of the sample. Fig. 7 demon-
strates and summarizes the data distribution; the training set ratio to the test set is 70 to 30,
respectively. The session’s average length is almost 13-page views.

Based on the test results shown in Fig. 8, we can observe that the OWNA model starts with
achieving a moderate prediction accuracy and goes to reaching a noticeable improvement by a
high number of successful predictions with growing in the sample size. On the other hand, the
WebPUM model starts with a simple preference, but it remains stable. It does not change by
the variations of the proportion of the dataset, with a slight decrease in the number of successful
predictions.

Next, we conducted a comparison between the OWNA model and the model introduced
by [31], in terms of prediction accuracy. Here, we chose a random set that consists of a 5000
user-sessions as a training set. Similarly, we randomly selected ten different groups of size 2000
user-sessions from the dataset as test sets. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the results regarding the
OWNA model across various samples of the CTI dataset.

We have compared test results of our model with the results of Mishra’s model using the user-
defined parameter M (number of clusters chosen for constructing the response matrix A), where
M = 32. Fig. 9 shows the results’ accuracy of our model compared with the first prediction,
which is greater than Mishra’s model. In contrast, the success of the second and third predictions
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Table 2. Test result accuracy of OWNA model across number of predictions

Test Set No. of Predictions
1 2 3

Sample 1 42.00 43.25 46.08
Sample 2 36.00 39.45 42.85
Sample 3 37.00 40.65 43.95
Sample 4 39.25 45.45 47.15
Sample 5 35.49 37.19 40.05
Average 37.95 41.20 44.02

Fig. 9. Number of correct predictions of the OWNA model and Mishra’s model

has slight effects on improving results. However, in Mishra’s model, the number of predictions
has a significant impact on improving the accuracy of the results.

Finally, we performed the last comparison between the OWNA model and the IPACT
model [30]. Recall that the experiment was designed to evaluate the ability of both models
on predicting the next web page visit based on the current navigation session for testing the
prediction accuracy of our algorithm. Page coverage has been used in our experiments instead
of recommendation scores and applies a recommendation threshold to the set of recommended
pages. Fig. 10 shows test results for both models. The results of the two models are close to-
gether. Still, in the case of our model, the more restrictive of the recommendation score has a
more significant effect on improving the quality of predictions than the comparative model.

Fig. 10. The number of correct predictions of the OWNA model and the IPACT model
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§ 5. Conclusions

The problem of information overloading attracted a reasonable interest from researchers to
help web users to access intended resources while surfing the web. Many approaches were
introduced in this manner, but they are still insufficient concerning the velocity of producing
data available on the internet. Consequently, it’s clear that getting insights and employing the
advantages available through web usage resources has growing importance. Web systems record
user-server interaction; therefore, studying, analyzing, and modeling historical web navigation
behaviors become essential to improve the quality of web services offered to web users. There
are many sources to obtain recorded behavior; still, weblog files are the most common resources.

In this paper we introduced an online web navigation assistant model (OWNA) to help users
in real-time to access the most related web pages to search topic. We aim to facilitate web surfing
and reduce wasted time while surfing irrelevant resources. The mechanism of our work relies on
the comparison of current user surfing behavior with processed historical data and selects the most
similar navigation patterns. Next, we combined these results with other factors that exist in our
knowledge base obtained during the processing of historical data. The results of this procedure
are a list of candidate web pages. Then, we applied the weighting scheme to that list; the most
rated web pages will be recommended to the user. Accordingly, there is a guarantee to help the
user in the case of a loss of similar historical patterns.

We have experimented with this work on real data and compared it with other models. Results
presented in the illustrative case study demonstrate that our approach is more efficient and reliable
than the compared models. In the future, there is a plan to design an incremental algorithm, and
introduce another scheme to measure the similarities between web pages, which exploits the
existence of web page semantics. Also, we plan to make improvements in the weighting scheme
to include additional factors.
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Задачи поиска релевантной информации создают значительные трудности для пользователей из-за
огромного объема данных, доступных в интернет. Эти трудности связаны с известной проблемой
информационной перегрузки. В этой работе мы предлагаем онлайн-веб-помощник под названием
OWNА. Мы разработали полностью интегрированную платформу для выработки рекомендаций в
режиме реального времени, основанную на методах анализа журналов использования веб. Наша ра-
бота начинается с подготовки исходных данных, а затем извлечения полезной информации, которая
помогает построить базу знаний, а также присваивает определенный вес определенным факторам.
Эксперименты показывают преимущества предложенной модели по сравнению с альтернативными
подходами.
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